
 
BAMBO & POCHI  PRICE LIST 

All courses include a shampoo course    Please ask over 20kg 

TIDY UP                 trim around eyes, ears, mouth, feet bottom, tail 

SMALL   $65 - 
MEDIUM  $75 - 

LARGE   $85 -   

MINI GROOM  trim around eyes, ears, mouth, feet bottom, tail and hygiene as well                                    
tidy up face and head 

SMALL   $80 - 

MEDEUM  $95 - 

LARGE   $110 -    

FULL CLIP    under 1cm for body and legs. face, tail, and ears by scissors  

SMALL   $100 - 

MEDIUM  $110 - 

LARGE   $130 -   

BREED / STYLE CLIP  Miniature Schnauzer, West highland terrier, Toy Poodle, Cocker spaniel 
etc, or under 1cm for body. Legs, face, tail and ears by scissors  

SMALL   $120 - 

MEDIUM  $130 - 

LARGE   $150 -   

PUPPY CLIP  (under 4months old) Tidy body, Trim face, feet bottom tail and tail 

  $65 - 

Hygiene Pack  Nail clipping, Ear cleaning, Anal Glands & Trim hygiene region   

 $30 

❖ Nail Clipping Only $15     ❖ Anal Glands Only $15   

SHAMPOO     Wash & Blow Dry, Nail clipping, Ear cleaning & Anal Glands  

De-matting, Double coat, Undercoat thick, or long coat additional $15/10min  
 

SIZE               Short Coat     Medium Coat    Long Coat 

SMALL                $50 -    $60 -              $80 - 

MEDEUM       $60 -    $70 -              $90 - 

LARGE        $70 -    $80 -    $100 -  

Over 25kg        $80 -    $100 -    $130 -  

❖ Medicated Malaseb Shampoo $10  ❖ Aloveen Oatmeal Shampoo $10  ❖ Natural Shampoo $5   

Flea Shampoo $10 

 

*Special pricing applies for an extra handling by more than one staff member (aggressive behaviors 
such as biting, anxiety around grooming, scratching, excess barking etc) additional from $10  

*condition of your dog's Please note that the prices listed are estimates only. We will have to see 

the coat to give an exact quote. 

EX SMALL   > 3.9kg Chihuahua, Fox terrier 

SMALL  4 - 10kg Pug, Toy Poodel, Cavoodle, Shih Tzu, Cavalier, Pomeranian 

MEDEU  10 - 15kg Beagle, Spoodle, Schnauzer, Spoodle, Japanese Spitz 

LARGE  15 - 20kg Staffy, Kelpie, Border Collie, Cocker Spaniel      

Ovedr 25kg    Labrador, Boader Collie, Golden Retriever, Airedale, Samoyed 


